Design proposals from jeans and burlap for teenage girls
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**Abstract:**

The research aims to make design proposals of jeans and burlap for teenage girls. And get to know the opinions of specialists in these proposals from the functional and aesthetic aspects, and the elements and foundations of design, and ensure that teenage girls accept it. The researcher was interested in highlighting adolescence and the dressing characteristics of teenage girls. The results revealed that the opinions of specialists are positive towards the design proposals at a high level, and high acceptance by teenage girls of the design proposals. The researcher calculated the percentages and relative weight. The best designs were “first, fourth, fifth, and seventh designs” and used the “T” test to ensure that there were no statistical differences between the opinions of specialists and adolescents towards the proposed designs, and the value of “T” was not indicative of the level of “0.05” or the level of “0.01” which means no indication of the difference between them. The researcher recommended the need to pay attention to the clothes of teenage girls, and to conduct more research that links the art of fashion design to all ages, especially adolescence.
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